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 Want to give more but don’t have the ability or desire to do so personally? This is your chance! You can get an easy $5+ in your
account and it’s so easy – basically it’s just 5-minutes of your time. For more information, please read the post below. Have a

good day! *UPDATE: I am having some issues with my wallet and some withdrawals are not being processed. I am working on
it. Once I get it fixed, I will update again. —————————————————————————- Money Pot is excited
to announce an exciting new feature. You can now donate to individuals anonymously via Bitcoin. This means that you can now
use Bitcoin to donate to individuals who have requested help via the Money Pot website. You can find the “Donate with Bitcoin”
button on the individual requests page. All you need to do is click on the button and then paste in the BitPay URL. If you have a
BitPay account you will need to sign in using your Bitcoin wallet address in order to donate. If you don’t have a BitPay account,
you can get one for free by signing up. You can send your BitPay Bitcoin address by sending a note to Bitcoin-nasty@money-
pot.com. Bitcoin-nasty@money-pot.com is the BitPay account email address. Want to learn more about donating? Check out
our detailed post on How to Donate. Feel free to comment below with any questions or feedback!Q: If $[a,b]$ is an interval,
why can we use the same interval $[c,d]$ in a different problem? Here's the problem: Let $[a,b]$ be an interval. Suppose that

$a\le c\le b$ and $c\le d\le b$. Show that $[a,b]$ is an interval. Here's what I tried to do: Suppose, for contradiction, that $[a,b]$
is not an interval. Then, there exists an $x\in[a,b]$ such that $x otin [a,b]$. Because of this, $c\le x\le b$. Then, $[a,b]$ would

be a proper subset of $[c,b]$, which 82157476af
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